in accordance with CEI60068-3-11 and FD X15-140 standards allows you to precisely qualify your cold chambers in terms of temperature stability and homogeneity. Depending on the duration of the tests, the usable volume, the expected accuracy and the regulatory constraints, the most suitable solution will be proposed.

The NEWSTEO qualification offer for cold storage chamber, refrigerated storage area or vehicle

in accordance with CEI60068-3-11 and FD X15-140 standards allows you to precisely qualify your cold chambers in terms of temperature stability and homogeneity. Depending on the duration of the tests, the usable volume, the expected accuracy and the regulatory constraints, the most suitable solution will be proposed.

OUR SOLUTIONS

Kit for characterization of climatic and thermostatic chambers FD X 15-140

Qualify yourself your cold chambers or vehicles:
- In 9 points = up to 2m³ of usable volume
- In 15 points = from 2 to 20m³ of usable volume
- Equipment used: Newsteo temperature recorders + Gateway
Thermal cartography

Upon request, Newsteo will carry out a complete diagnosis of the performance of your temperature controlled storage areas:
- 50 to 100 temperature sensors deployed
- Measurements follow up over several weeks
- Recommendations and advices if problems are detected

On-site characterization by the Newsteo team

Beyond 20m³, the Newsteo technical team goes on site to assist you in operations.
Equipment used: Temperature recorders + RF Monitor software

EXAMPLES IN REAL CONDITIONS

Installation in a warehouse for the realization of a thermal cartography. 75 temperature recorders deployed.
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